
Specification for SSS- Grader 
 
Dette er en såkalt SSS-grader. (Salmon Solution System) 
Denne er beregnet for sløyd og hodekappet hvitfisk, samt rund fisk. 
 

 

4.3 Performance specifications 

Whole fish packing grader: Maximum capacity is up to 120 fish/min.(16 gates) 

Box filling and takeaway system: Maximum capacity is 13 boxes/min.(16 gates) 

*Note 1: All capacities are depending on size and quality of the fish. Please see 
chart below for capacities on fish/minute into the system and boxes out of the 
system accordingly to average weight. 

*Note 2: Fish that is in the state of “Rigor Mortis” and is bended in a stiff 
possession, can not be graded in the main grading system unless it is straiten out. 



The Grader for big fish is an option when the fish with does not excite the with of 
the grader. 

 
 

 
 

6. System Description  
 
Interfaces 
Raw material:  
The raw material will arrive in to the grading system by a conveyor (Not included) where the fish 
flows on to the chute/table (pos 1) where from the operators can feed the product dispenser 
 
Isopor boxes: 
The Isopor boxes comes from the box store in a room above the production location. The 
boxdispencer (Pos 19., conveyor pos. 20, Ice doser pos. 21,  Not included) will dispence boxes in to 
the grading system at the tempo decided by the grading system. These boxes will have ice in the 
bottom when entering the system 
 
Cartons with plastic bags: 
The cartons will arrive in to the solution from a room above the production location. 



The customer will make sure that the cartons are fippet open and the plastic bags are in place when 
arriving in to the solution.  
The customer and Marel needs to work further together on this specific packaging material as it is 
not fully developed by the customer. 
 
IMPORTANT: 
Pos 19, 20 and 21 are not provided by Marel. It is of opmost importance that the boxes arrive in to 
the grading solution at the tempo deckribed by Marel and the boxes must be ready to be filled with 
product.  
This is absoloutelly vital for the whole system to performe as expectet. 
 
Stearing labels 
All boxes will need a stearing label, and when the boxes arrives to the filling station under the grader 
the label is read and the weight is connected to the label id. Marel will provide a printer and a label 
application for the stearing labels. 
It is most common that the Isopor boxes have a preprintet stearing lables. We expect that it is only 
the cartons that needs to have a stearing label. The lablewill be placed ont the bottom of the carton 
and the readers will be placed so they can read the bottom of the carton. 
Quality Infeed 
The  infeed stations are designed and built for 2 
operators.          
 
The infeed system will have a maximum peak capacity 
of up to 120 fish per minute. Operators will  manually 
pick products from the infeed buffer. The products are 
entered direct  into the infeed conveyor. One fish in 
each slot. Fish, different from the main type is sent by 
a sensor that registrate this and ensure the right bin in 
the grader. There are two infeed conveyors. One for 
each side of the grader. 
An operator platform at the quality stations ensures correct work height, ergonomics and safety for 
the operators. 
 
All parts of the equipment are built in stainless steel and other food approved materials, following 
strict rules for hygienic design. 
 
 
White fish Packing and Distribution system 
The packing grader is a flexible 
machine that packs all products, 
except for the products which 
are distributed directly to 
storage, filleting, freezing or 
other production. The actions 
taken are controlled by Innova 
Process Manager and by Innova 
Packing. Depending on orders it 
either:  

• Packs whitefish automatically into boxes 

• Packs whitefish into tubs, for filleting 

• Sends and grades cod into tubs for filleting 



• Sends additional grades into manual grading 

• Grades whitefish into WIP processing 
 
Criteria for the decisions are: 

• Selected destination for production 

• Size of fish 

• Orders 
 
The grader is order controlled. The input is determined by the infeed station and the weight 
assignment by the grader. Each process has it’s restrictions as buffers prior filleting, number of fish 
per minute into freezing racks, capacity and orders into boxes, etc. The grader therefore needs to 
have flexible outlets. Main benefits: 
 

• Order controlled distribution into: 
o Whole fish – different boxes by orders 
o Whole fish – frozen 
o Fillets  

• Automatic box selection by orders and auto box dispensing ( not included) 

• High throughput and flexibility 

• Hygienic and ergonomic design 
 
White fish Batch Take-Away System 
Products with destination boxes, are batched into the bins, located under the packing grader. Here, 
left hand side and right hand side products are batched in one compartment The batche will so be 
dropped into the batch take-away conveyor. This take-away conveyor will take the batche to the box 
filling stations located in the end of the packing grader.  
There is also 2 direct outlets from the grader and into tubs or filleting, for future production. 
 
 
Check Weighing 
From the filling station, the boxes are transferred on 
conveyors to the checkweiging. Here, the boxes are 
checked for weight on the check weigher, the result is 
compared to the expected weight accordingly to the data 
from the order packing system.  
Label application  
When checked, the boxes continue towards the  labelling 
application. After labelprinting the box continuing  towards 
the strapping area where ice is put put into the box 
whereafter its strapped and sent to the palletizing area. 
Reject boxes 



If the weight in the box not correspond with the weight from the grader, the box will be rejected and 
send on conveyor where the box are adjusted repacked and 
labeled.  After repacking the boxes are  send on conveyor and 
back into the box line.   
SKREI pack system 
This conveyor can also be used for packing special products if 
necessary. i.e. SKREI or similar. 
As it is necessary to style the fish in a certain way, in the boxes, 
when packing SKREI, it is possible to send specific sizes to this 
conveyor, style them and send them in to the system again. In 
case that all the production is SKREI products the standard 
conveyors can be used.                                   
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